JABRA ACTIVE
Jabra Universal Corded Stereo Headset*

DATASHEET

MUSIC AND CALLS
MADE FOR MOTION
Jabra ACTIVE – a new stereo headset designed for
people in motion.

CHILL RHYTHM ACTIVE

Designed for sport
With Jabra ACTIVE, athletes and active users will be able
to listen to music and train hard without worrying about
adjusting their ear buds. Ergonomically designed for sports,
the sweat and water-resistant Jabra ACTIVE features Jabra
ACTIVE Eargels, that securely and comfortably “lock” into the
ear so they won’t fall out. The headset offers superior sound
quality, microphone wind-noise reduction and comes with a
neat carrying case making it easily portable.
Jabra ACTIVE is part of Jabra’s new corded stereo headset
family, which consists of three unique headsets tailored
toward people on the go, music lovers and sports users. Our
aim is to give customers unmatched value by offering the
ultimate balance between sound, comfort and design in each
category.
Each headset features earphones ergonomically designed
to follow the contours of the ear – they look great and they
offer a comfortable fit that stays securely in your ear. Sound
quality is crucial in this range and Jabra products offer vibrant
stereo music and clear, crisp calls.

Reasons to choose the Jabra ACTIVE
•
•
•

Secure fit for active use
Superior sound quality
Sweat and water resistant

Our portfolio includes a unified control box that allows users
to conveniently listen to music and answer calls. The headsets all feature a 3.5mm gold-plated plug, ideal for the transmission of premium music quality and a perfect companion
to your mobilephone* or MP3 player. Jabra ACTIVE includes
skip track functionality for Apple iPhone®.
Note: Please only use one headphone while driving
* Compatible with most phones with 3.5mm plug (Apple iPhone®, HTC,
Blackberry, LG, Motorola). Use extra phone adapter in pack for compatibility with most phones from Nokia, Sony Ericsson and Samsung.
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How to use carry case
Insert headset units into carry case. Wrap cord around carry case like
illustrated. Use the carry case and avoid tangled cords ‘on the go’.
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What’s in the box
Welcome to Jabra ACTIVE – the mobilephone headset that gives you
a new experience in superior sound, secure fit and design.

About your Jabra ACTIVE headset
A		Left and right headset unit
B		Jabra ACTIVE eargels
C		Control box with a microphone with windnoise reduction,
answer/end calls* and skip tracks functionality for Apple iPhone®

Quick Start Guide

D		Volume control

Answer/end calls* and skip tracks functionality* conveniently via
your microphone control box

E		4-pole, gold plated 3,5mm plug
F		Clothing clip

Tap the answer/end button:
1 x to answer/end a call
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3 x to go to previous track
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2 x to skip to next track
R

L

Connect your new headset with your phone
Insert the plug in the 3.5 mm plug in your phone.

Box content

Great sound in a headset depends on quality speakers and a perfect,
secure fit. The headset units are ergonomically shaped to fit your
ears. For optimal comfort and sound, make sure which headset unit
is for the right and for the left ear. It is marked on every unit with R
and L.

Right headphone
ergonomics

Jabra ACTIVE headset, cable clip, extra phone adapter, 3 sizes eargels
(s,m,l), carry case, QSM

Features and Specifications
1. Wind noise reduction on microphone, secure and com
fortable headset ideal for sports, superior sound, carry
case in pack
2. STEREO headset – made for motion
3. Ergonomically designed headset that moulds to the ear
4. 3 different sizes of eargels – Jabra ACTIVE eargels provide a secure fit ideal for sport
5. Microphone with wind noise reduction to reduce wind
noise when exercising
6. Cable length: 49.21 in (1250 mm)
7. 4-pole, gold plated 3,5mm plug
8. Answer/end calls functionality*, skip tracks functionality
for Apple iPhone®*

Left headphone
ergonomics

* Phone dependent. Compatible with Apple iPhone®.
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Ensure perfect comfort and sound flow in your ears

